Solutions for
Manufacturing
in the New
Digital Era
Improve Efficiency and Create
Breakthrough Value

O V ER V I E W

Engage powerful use cases that
align with your business values and
accelerate your intelligent manufacturing
journey. Hitachi Vantara’s solutions for
manufacturing, built with digital Lumada
technology, help enable improved
safety, predictive quality, asset efficiency,
scheduling, operations and supplychain optimization. Hitachi’s Lumada
enables a digital thread by connecting
the entire manufacturing value chain to
deliver digital industrial transformation.
Hitachi is ready to share our experience
as a manufacturing company and
solution provider with your team.

Digital Solutions and Services
Focused on Outcomes
Drive operational excellence to save cost, unlock new revenue
opportunities and create new business models. It all starts by
understanding your real business needs and then designing
digital industrial solutions and new business models that consider
your organizational, technical and business capabilities. We run
a discovery session with you to establish an agile and businessdriven proof of value. We consult with stakeholders and analyze
data based on our vast experience in IT, operational technology
(OT) and manufacturing to prioritize the important focus areas.
Working with you and your teams, we arrive at the ideal outcomebased technology solutions to support your digital transformation.

Rely on Our Unmatched Industrial and Digital Capabilities
What sets Hitachi Vantara apart is our consultative approach,
which is just one component of an end-to-end offering that spans
operations evaluation, strategy and implementation. Our value
engineering is specific to manufacturing and applies results from
our own manufacturing businesses and proven intellectual property
from our own products and solutions.

Hitachi’s Omika Works
Recognized as an “Advanced
4th Industrial Revolution
Lighthouse Factory”
Tokyo, January 10, 2020 –
Hitachi, Ltd. announced that
the Omika Works, which
manufactures information
control systems for social
infrastructure systems and
industries, was recognized by
the World Economic Forum
(“WEF”) as a Lighthouse
advanced factory.
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Turn Your Vision Into Value Faster
Disruptions like the COVID-19 pandemic teach all of us to focus on transformative outcomes to accelerate the
benefits of Manufacturing 4.0 and create ongoing organizational agility. To meet production output goals, you
also need safe work environments and a flexible supply chain.

Health, Safety and
Environment (HS&E)

Operations Optimization and
Dynamic Scheduling

Digital and
Manufacturing
Consulting

Predictive Quality

Asset Insights

Supply Chain
Optimization

Digital Thread

Comprehensive Solution Areas for Digital Transformation

Digital Thread

Supply Chain Optimization

Increase your real-time agility by connecting data flows

Your ability to meet customer commitments depends

between your business systems to quickly recognize

on your manufacturing efficiency and your partner value

initial delay symptoms, more precisely determine reasons

chains. You need greater visibility and predictability

for the delay and prioritize your countermeasure options.

to optimize your supply chains and gain competitive

For example, the fact that a part from a supplier may

advantage, stay agile, control costs and reduce

be delayed can link to scheduling to redirect work to

working capital.

another assembly process where parts are available,
optimizing your resources.

Orchestrate your information flow and analysis
from edge to cloud by integrating shop-floor
systems like automation controllers and
manufacturing execution systems (MES) with
enterprise applications such as customer
relationship management (CRM), logistics and
enterprise resource planning (ERP) from SAP,
Oracle and others.

Real-time supply chain optimization uses data
analysis to assess what-if scenarios to aid your
tactical decision-making for actors across the
supply chain, improving your customer service
and inventory levels.
Health, Safety and Environment (HS&E)
Manufacturers must ensure the health, safety and
environmental protection of operations and people. Your
business benefits include fewer injury claims, better
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employee retention, improved morale and reduced legal
costs for accidents, not to mention brand protection.

The solution largely comprises behaviors
supported by innovative video and lidar
analytics. It’s a combination of a safety-first
mentality, employee wellbeing, stakeholder
alignment and change management.
Operations Optimization and Dynamic Scheduling
Planning, scheduling and the ability to react to changing
market conditions are always important. Hitachi
Vantara’s solutions for operations optimization and

What Hitachi Technology Can
Do for Manufacturers
Hitachi has created groundbreaking
technology solutions for use in
manufacturing, leveraging artificial
intelligence (AI), machine learning
(ML) and advanced data management.
For example, Lumada Video Insights

dynamic scheduling give you tools to identify work-cell

helps manufacturers gain insights into

schedule variances, predict downstream impact and

assembly and process improvements,

recommend countermeasures.

worker health and safety, using video,

To minimize failed and late deliveries to
customers, you can optimize logistics activities,
understand root cause of delivery issues, and
identify and eliminate shop-floor bottlenecks.

heat-sensitive cameras and lidar

Predictive Quality

at the edge, giving alerts and

Quality directly affects your production costs, customer

visualization for operators. Providing

loyalty and brand reputation. Anticipate and manage

supply chain, safety, machine,

your product quality issues to lower the costs of rework,

production and quality analytics,

scrapped material, lost opportunity and lower line
performance.

analytics. Lumada Edge Intelligence
integrates all kinds of OT equipment
and hosts containerized applications

Lumada Manufacturing Insights
drives transformational business

Predictive quality capabilities transform process
performance with an intelligent solution that
gives you anomaly detection, root-cause
identification and real-time notifications for
production quality and traceability.

outcomes, and Lumada Data Lake

Asset Insights

with cloud application migration and

Asset performance is a key contributor to operational

enablement. Our unique combination

effectiveness, productivity and cost in manufacturing.

of deep OT expertise, extensive IT

Solutions for asset insights help you to balance the

capabilities and hands-on global

risk, cost, performance and reliability of your machinery,
assets and infrastructure.

Enable critical work processes to safely
maximize your predictable production at the
lowest sustainable maintenance cost, while
achieving quality targets within your business’s
risk profile.

can store, curate and transform data
for analytics, model training and
reporting. Hitachi also has advanced
storage and compute products, along

experience as a manufacturer makes
Hitachi the best guide for your digital
transformation journey.
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The Problem Area and Desired
Outcome Determine Your Solution
Choosing the right solution starts with understanding the situation and the desired outcome, and then
consulting on manufacturing and technology to improve operations management. This addresses
challenges of inefficiencies, variability and inflexibility across various Industry 4.0 dimensions.
Human: Physiology, Psychology, Performance and
Proficiency
Dashboards and analytics are tools that improve all
these areas and guide people to perform better and
be more capable. The key is focusing on the human
areas of insights, environment and guidance.

Method or Process
Correlating many parameters or events and
measuring the way things are done helps you make
improvements. Achieve this through HS&E, digital
thread and/or dynamic scheduling and operations
optimization capabilities.

Machine, Equipment or Technology
You can improve only what you can measure
and analyze. If you have a problem with process
availability and uptime for your equipment, solutions
for asset insights are a great fit.

Safety, Reliability and Good Ergonomics
Use Health, Safety and Environment capabilities to
measure the unmeasurable and alert employees to
potential danger via video and lidar solutions. Also,
institute improved work processes that enhance
your quality, performance and safety.

Material: Raw Material, Consumables and Material
Quality Control
Do you have problems with material availability,
process or work starvation, bottlenecks in the
plant, or lack of material quality tracking? Then our
dynamic scheduling and operations optimization
or supply chain optimization capabilities may be
the solution.

22%

Meeting Production and Delivery Goals
Address unpredictable delivery with dynamic
scheduling and operations optimizations, supply
chain optimization and digital thread capabilities.
If delivery issues are from plant bottlenecks and
equipment reliability, then asset insights is a
good choice.

Among manufacturing industry organizations that have already
invested in digital business, only 22% report that they reached
the stage of enterprise wide digital transformation programs,
leaving plenty of opportunity with manufacturers at earlier
stages.
Source: Gartner, Stage of Digital Transformation Adoption in Manufacturing Industry Organizations
Varies Significantly by ETA Profile, Gregor Petri, John-David Lovelock, July 11, 2019
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We Understand Your Needs Because We
Are a Manufacturer, Too
Fuel data-driven transformation that propels safety, supply chain productivity, uptime and quality gains with
solutions for manufacturing from Hitachi Vantara. Apply powerful use cases that align with your business value and
accelerate your intelligent manufacturing improvements.
●●

Rich solutions developed with deep manufacturing experience and Japanese process-improvement
best practices.

●●

Vast consulting experience and IT and OT know-how.

●●

Accelerated time to value, flexibility and modularity.

●●

Long-term focus on our customers for sustained improvements.

We see companies adopting technology today without realizing its full potential. We recognized that it is
really a people and process problem, so we implemented a change management approach that takes
training and incremental changes into account, allowing people to operationalize the solution and transform
the organization.

Let us help you on your digital transformation journey. We understand the
bits and bytes as well as what it takes to get the job done in manufacturing.
Visit hitachivantara.com for more information.

We Are Hitachi Vantara
We guide our customers from what’s now to what’s next by solving their digital challenges. Working alongside each customer,
we apply our unmatched industrial and digital capabilities to their data and applications to benefit both business and society.

Hitachi Vantara
Corporate Headquarters
2535 Augustine Drive
Santa Clara, CA 95054 USA
hitachivantara.com | community.hitachivantara.com

Contact Information
USA: 1-800-446-0744
Global: 1-858-547-4526
hitachivantara.com/contact
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